ALLOY HARDFACING
Evolving to meet YOUR Needs….

Alloy offers Steam Jacketed Shells which offer the
highest density of heat transfer area per square foot of
floor space occupied. They also offer the highest heat
transfer rate per square foot of heat transfer area of any
of the Continuous Cooking options, ranging from 7 to
8.5 pounds per square foot.
The Jacketed Shell Cooker, shown at the left, is followed by the classic Control Wheel discharge device
offered by Alloy with heavier construction materials as
well stainless steel buckets to extend useful life.

U Tub cookers contain all their heat transfer area in the
rotor. While this design a slightly lower density of heat
transfer area per square foot of floor space occupied,
They still offer the same heat transfer rate per square
foot of heat transfer area ranging from 7 to 8.5 pounds
per square foot. Some customers prefer this design since
the shell is not a heat transfer device and when worn
does not require the vessels be reshelled according to
pressure vessel code requirements.
The U Tub Cooker at the right is followed by a Wet
Bucket Elevator for discharge. While this is a less popular way of discharging the cooker, those who use it
swear by it.
The photo at the left shows the “classical” arrangement of a Control Wheel entering the classic Drainer,
Screener, Sedimenter for the draining of fat from the
cooked materials. The drained fat is clarified by settling the fines that drain with the fat and removed by
the bottom located Sedimenter Conveyor.

The photo at the right is an alternative that is gaining
popularity. This Drainer Only option drains the fat in
the same manner utilizing the same Drainer Assembly. However, in this design the fines are separated
from the fat using centrifugation rather than settling.
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The Control Wheel was the first discharge option
offered to the industry and is still the most
common discharge device in use today. The Alloy
version of this classic is constructed from heavier
materials and utilizes stainless steel buckets
permitting the unit to outlast those by competitors.
Couple this device and the various control options
offered by Alloy and you have a winning combination of performance and long life.

The Alloy Control Screw offers the ability to discharge from both the bottom and a second discharge
point approximately tow-thirds up form the bottom
making the discharge more uniform in content.
Choosing this as you discharge device also permits
easy emptying of the vessel for weekend shut-down
or service. Alloy offers a wide range of drive and
control options to meet any customers process
needs.
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